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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.10.1-rev10
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.10.1-rev10
Open-Xchange AppSuite office-web 7.10.1-rev4
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5149.

62746 changes in custom theme #2
Added a workaround for IE11 in the appcontrol.
62755 Guided Tours for document apps called two times without any user interaction
Backend writes configuration for recently opened documents while the tour is running. This (wrongly)
deletes the ”shown” flag of the tour. After the tour has been finished, the ”shown” flag will be saved
again to the configuration now.
62794 no drag and drop of pictures while composing a new mail
Reenable drag and drop which was disabled because dropping images to an iframe caused the
browser to reload the whole view.
63222 not possible to switch appointment visibility from private to secret
Fixed wrong comparing on server side.
63386 google calendar 410 gone
The root cause seems to be a bad token used for list query against the google api. Now a full sync
as fallback is done in case of bad sync tokens.
63435 vacation notice cannot be changed after migration to 7.10
This was caused by a vacation notice which makes use of the date range (current date test) and
the zone option in this test is missing. This happens if the vacation notice was created with a older
appsuite version. A missing zone option will now be compensated based on the current values.
63452 Sharing Links / What’s New Tour Errors
The menu entry for ”What’s new” and ”Guided Tour” wasn’t disabled for guest.
63965 SQLException Duplicate entry ’3-3’ for key ’PRIMARY’
The fix for this bug ensures that no duplicate entries are left in ”filestore2user” table when trying to
change its PRIMARY KEY.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

62746, 62755, 62794, 63222, 63386, 63435, 63452, 63965,
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